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Grant Thornton Technology Hub stems from the ambition to complement
the current Grant Thornton consulting service offering for financial
institutions with dedicated technology advisory services in domains such
as Blockchain, Cybersecurity, and Innovation.
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“Our clients are increasingly facing
the emergence of technologies and
regulation that are challenging
them to change and adapt their
business models and processes to
keep their strategic advantage. 
Non-action is not an option.”

We offer a range of
tailor-made services:
Blockchain Services:

Startup Incubator Services:

• Blockchain advisory services

• Business development

• Blockchain regulatory watch

• Lean startup advisory

• Blockchain development

• Startup incubator

• Blockchain trainings

• Corporate hosting and IT services

• Blockchain as a Service

• Company creation or incorporation

• Infrachain Integrator

• Accounting, tax, compliance, payroll
• Governance and risk management

Cybersecurity Services:
• Penetration Tests
• Cybersecurity for IoT
• Cybersecurity for Satellite industry
• Cybersecurity Advisory
• IT audit
• IT forensics

• Project feasibility
• System development lifecycle (plan, analysis, design,
implement, maintain and evaluate)
• Project management (agile approach)

Our commitment is:
• We prioritise open and transparent communication because we know that this is critical in building a successful
business.
• We advise our partners to select the solution that best fits their objectives and needs because we are independent of
technology vendors and certification organisations.
• We deliver an entire value chain of consultancy, training, and tools required for innovative & disruptive technology
projects.
• Our unique combination of business advisory, professional services, and technical expertise, ensures that we can
manage the project from idea to execution stage, delivering a complete turn-key solution.
• We have built a multi-disciplinary team, with relevant experience in the blockchain, cybersecurity, and innovation,
able to roll out any complex and innovative projects.
• We develop appropriate business cases, to create strategy roadmaps, scenario and risk management plans, guiding
you to a full rollout of innovative solutions in blockchain and cybersecurity market.
• We lead Proof of Concepts (POC), to demonstrate cost reduction, business model innovation, business process
acceleration and knowledge transfer.
• We have experience and credibility in advising all levels of stakeholder, to address business opportunities instead of
technology issues.
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About Grant Thornton
We’re a network of independent assurance, tax and advisory firms, made up of
47,000 people in 130 countries. And we’re here to help dynamic organisations unlock
their potential for growth. We’ve got scale, combined with local market understanding.
That means we’re everywhere you are, as well as where you want to be. But what sets us
apart is our distinctive client experience which leads to more meaningful advice and a
better working relationship.
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